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An easy-to-use, versa le  and HPTLC plate documenta on + analysis TLC
imaging system . Get rapid, accurate, reproducible results from your  TLC
and HPTLC plates...

FEATURES
 Low Noise  CCD or CMOS sensor
 6.3 or 18 megapixel cameras
 Excellent dynamic range
 3.  orders of magnitude   dB0 , 58
 Superior signal-to-noise
 Sharp lens
 Aperture setting
 Z Fixed and oom range 3x
 Exposure from 0. s 1 onwards
 Trans (bottom) and epi (top) light 
 Visible, 254  and   lightnm 365nm UV
 Operate camera via PC
 Timer for auto-off of UV
 TLC Analysis Software
 PC or laptop with printer

ADVANTAGES
 Easy to use, safe dark-room
 Low cost, yet high quality images
 Control camera from PC
 F exposure ocus, clicking, from PC
 Camera mounted conveniently
 Easy access with rollout tray
 Small foot print requires less space
 Superb performance/price

TLC.Luminax ... advanced, sharp and easy

Excellent optics coupled to a high quality camera, the documentation TLC.Luminax TLC 
system, is a high performance and reliable fluorescent and colorimetric imaging TLC 
system. 

A choice of an 8 , 14-bit colour  or a 6.3 MP, 16-bit CCD camera is  1  megapixel camera
available. T he camera connects to a  through a  and can be controlled from the . PC USB PC
The light-tight cabinet has a  safety switch and a roll-out . UV tray to place the  platesTLC
Plates of 20 20  can be viewed easily.size x  cm  

A choice of illumination options with epi lightingfour LED white lights and Ultra-Violet -  of 
four short-wave 254nm and long wave 365-366nm from top (two on on either side, total 4 
of each) being standard  ,  adds to the versatility of the system. Ultraviolet 
transillumination can be provided in 312nm range254nm,  and 365-366nm  also for 
specialised applications UV lamps use electronic ballast operating at 50 kHz to give . 
instant start, no-humming and flicker-less illumination. Switches to operate all these 
provided on front panel. Quartz filter glass is used to cut-off stray light emitting from UV 
lamps. Only pure UV light of selected wavelength without any noise or harmonics is 
generated.

The dark room cabinet has features for safety switch that switches off the  lights as soon UV
as the door is open.  timer is attached to the  which A microprocessor also  tubes auto UV
switches off  light in case the user forgets to switch off. UV it This increases the life of the  UV
lamps.
This doc system is perfect for diagnostic TLC QA QC and analysis pharmaceutical /  labs, 
labs, start-ups, research and academic labs. GLP compliant reports can be generated.

365nm 365nm254nm 254nm



TLC Analysis Software

Our analysis so ware TLC TLC is the new genera on of  analysis so ware that gives you the possibility to run chemistry experiments by using just 
TLC plates. gives you measuring accuracy suitable for high-throughput screening or analy cal inves ga ons and reliable results in minutes rather  It 
than hours.

 Perform quan ta ve analysis on  plates in minutes.TLC
 Automa cally detect and truly compare chromatograms in three dimensions.
 Compare data from spots and plates.
 Group and average plates for increased sta s cal reliability.
 Display graphs and store  plates in projects.TLC
 Export data
 Print graphs, plates and data sheets.GLP compliant 
 Aids compliance with  21  Part 11.FDA CFR

     GET CLEAN AND SIMPLE USER INTERFACE

LOGIN PANEL 

GROUP IMAGES FOR STATISTICAL ELIANCE    RACCURATELY QUANTIFY COMPOUNDS  

POWERFUL EDITING OPTIONS  
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Reseller

 CAMERA
 Megapixels (Resolu on) 6.3 MP or 18   MP
 Pixel Size  4.3x4.3 µm
 Bit Depth 8-bit , 14-bit 16-bit  JPG RAW & 
 Grayscale Levels 256, 1024 & 16384 
 Cooling Ambient 
 Dynamic Range >3.0 , 58 dB OD
 Exposure Time (seconds) 0.1 seconds to 30 seconds  

 LENS
 Zoom 18-55mm, 3x, Manual 
 Aperture F3.5 
 Opera on Focus + Aperture 
 Filter Holder Single holder  filter
 
 ILLUMINATION
 Plate Size 20x20 cm
 Plate Tray Sliding pullout tray
  Epi-illuminator (Top) 254nm and 365nm (x 4)UV  
  Transilluminator (Bo om) 254nm and 365nm (x4)UV
 Overhead Epi-White LEDs Yes (x4) 
 Red/Green/Blue Epi- s Op onalLED  
 
 CABINET
 Touch Screen Op onal 
 Darkroom Cabinet Yes 
  Safety Interlock Switch YesUV  
 Timer for  light YesUV  
 Connec vity USB

  + SOFTWARE COMPUTER
 Image Acquisi on So ware Yes 
  Analysis So ware YesTLC  
 Computer Windows + Intel 
 Printer Op onal
 Extra So ware Op onal
 UPS Op onal

 MISCELLANEOUS
 Voltage 220-240 , 50/60 Hz VAC
 Size 55 x 50 x 70 cm
 Weight 25 kg
 Opera ng Condi ons 10C-30C, <75% Humidity

TLC.Luminax

Specifications


